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Fresh Faces, Eager Minds
The Michigan Law Class of 20 1 1
By Nate Kurtis

t never fails. We leave Ann
Arbor for a few months in the
summer only to come back and
fin
gs have changed. No, I'm not
talking about the Reading Room ceiling
or the small ecosystem that grew around
the half-eaten Jimmy John's sandwich in
your locker. I'm talking about the 426 new
members of the Michigan Law School
community: 361 1Ls, 33 LLMs, and 32 2L
transfer students. They hail from 43 states
and represent 13 countries and, if the
statistics are to be believed, they are older,
smarter (or would that be 'wiser' ?), did
more before enrolling in law school, and
are slightly more male than you are!
However, not all the statistics from
this entering class are so rosy. Minority
enrollment is down by 3% compared
with the class of 2010, and the number
of applications to our fine institution was
the lowest it has been in the last three
years (though only by 100 applications).
Thus, being the fine journalists we are, we
wrote up some panic-inducing questions
- yes, we took notes from the political
coverage this summer to figure out how
to be fine journalists - and sent them to
Sarah Zearfoss, the Law School's Dean of
Admissions.

Res Gestae:
This past year saw
the fewest number of applications of any
of the last three years - this despite a

worsening economic situation that, if history
is any indication, should push undergraduate
students into grad schools. Do you have a
sense for what may be driving the drop in
applications to the University of Michigan's
Law School?

(even if they don't take meaningful steps
toward until later in the fall). This year
should show the effects of the downturn;
more college grads who couldn't get
satisfactory jobs will likely start thinking
about law school as a good option.

Dean Zearfoss: L e t me i n t r o d u c e
you to a helpful concept: "statistical
significance." Now, all I am qualified to
do is merely introduce you to the concept,
because my last statistics course was 24
years ago now, but the point is sort of
self-evident from the phrase: do you
really think a decline of 100 apps out
of a pool of roughly 5700 constitutes a
basis for a question? I mean, I read your
question and I feel a little panicky about
the state of the Law School, until I remind
myself that the "decline" is one you have
to use a microscope to detect. You didn't
hear me bragging last year when we had
an increase of 11 apps, and you're not
going to hear me moaning about this
decline, either. But okay, okay, I'll also
point out that the national decline in apps
last year was 4%, and that the overall
national decline in the last few years
was something like 10%, and yet here
we are, sitting pretty, with a basically flat
application rate over the same period. I'll
also go so far as to predict an increase this
year. The economic decline you observe
didn't hit in earnest until after last year's
admission season had taken off, and most
people make the decision about whether
to apply in the summer beforehand

RG: Speaking of statistics, despite the
drop in total applications, the incoming class
has the highest combined GPAILSAT scores
of any class to date (median 3.71169). Are
you concerned about the impact these higher
scores might have on future applicants,
in effect scaring off potentially valuable
or diverse students who might not be as
statically strong? What about admitting
students who are members of the under
represented demographic of 'stupid' law
students?
DZ:
I'll be honest, Nate: I'm pretty
committed to keeping out stupid people.
That may make me an elitist, which I
understand is something we are not
supposed to want to be these days, but
I'm just going to keep swimming against
the tide-- at least until the position of
CONTINUED on Page 16
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I am not Nate Kurtis, our incredible
physical resemblance notwithstanding.
You may be wondering where he is. Well,
it is with a heavy pen that I (re)announce
that, after many semesters of toil, Nate
has understandably decided that enough
is really rather more than enough, and
stepped down as Editor-In-Chief of the
Res Gestae.
We tried everything to get him to
commit to a final year, but hours of
begging, days of pleading, and copious
amounts of blackmail were to no avail,
though he did eventually agreed to stay
on as a Contributing Editor. Was it the
begging or the blackmail? I have no idea,
but I'd like to think that my sparkling
personality had some small effect. (I
often look particularly charming while
holding compromising photos - it's a
gift, truly.) So it is left to us not to bury
Nate but to honor him. I, along with the
rest of the staff, sought in vain to come
up with a fitting tribute to Nate's legacy.
Anyone who knows Nate likely realizes
that a moment of silence is probably the
last thing that would be even close to
appropriate, so we suggest that today, if
you'd like to remember Nate's time as RG
EIC and various contributions to the law
school, in lieu of flowers, you might tell a
pirate joke. No, seriously. He'd love it.
To get the proverbial ball rolling, I'm
your new Editor-in-Chief, Alysha Rooks.
Most people address me by my last name,
which, in the words of one pirate-y friend,
is like "hooks with an 'Arrgh."' Usually
this explanation is accompanied by a
hand gesture - no, not that one, you pervs
- wherein the speaker makes their hand
look like a hook, or, you know, a lower
case "r." If this strikes you as lame, I
challenge you to listen to any number of
pirate jokes as comparison; International
Talk Like a Pirate Day, September 19th,
should provide ample opportunity.

-- - -- - -

rg@umich.edu

Also joining the RG editorial staff this
year are Sumeera Younis, as our new

Managing Editor, and Dave Heal who,
along with Austin Rice-Stitt, will be part
of what I'm sure will be a dynamic duo
at the position of Executive Editor. I'm
certain they'll both be fab additions to the
RG, now in its 59th year of publication,
as both editors and writers.
It is our goal, then, as the RG creeps up
on its diamond anniversary, to pick up
where Nate left off, bringing y'all both the
current Michigan Law news and updates
that concern you most, as well as the
columns you've grown to, if not love, at
least like well enough to read. This year
keep a look out for a new sports column,
cartoons, and all the news that's fit to eat.
Past favorites, like Kicking it Old School
and Between the Briefs, will also be back
for another year.
Speaking of Between the Briefs, and
much as it pains me to have even a
whiff of self-aggrandizement in this
letter, I would likely be remiss in my
duties as EIC if I did not tell y'all that,
this past summer, Between the Briefs
took first place in the Columns (all
divisions) category of an inaugural
national competition for sex-positive
journalism - The Sexies. This puts the
RG in such august company as the Village
Voice, Washington Post, New York Times
and the San Francisco Chronicle, as well
as marking the second time in our history
(to our knowledge) that an RG staffer has
won a national award for work done for
the paper. So kudos to everyone on last
year's staff and, well, me.
Basically, all this news of awards and
great new content is about one key idea,
one thought that I hope will come to
be synonymous with my tenure as RG
Editor-in-Chief: though we at the RG
realize that y'all very much dig the grade
curves and announcements page, it's
never too late (or early) to start reading
the RG for the articles. We look forward
to a great year and hope you do too.
- Alysha Rooks
Editor-in-Chief, Res Gestae
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A Few Words from Your LSSS President
1.6, 2008

•

Submitted by LSSS

ear Students,
Welcome to school! (Either
etuming students or for the first
ba
time for lLs.)
I am Sarah Gleich, the President of
Law School Student Senate. Our group,
affectionately known as LSSS, is here to
work hard to maximize your student
life experience at MLaw. This means
that we are your resource for almost
everything under the sun if it relates
to the student body. We work directly
with the administration to ensure that
the student voice is heard, whether it be
through changes to academic policies or
facilities issues. Everyone in the school
is represented by a section or grade rep
and collectively by the entire LSSS. We
hope that you all feel comfortable coming
up to us with whatever concerns you
might have.

We have a very exciting year ahead
of us. Already we are planning the
Halloween party, which is one of the
biggest events of the year and is a great
chance for all of the 2Ls and 3Ls to meet
the newly minted lLs.
In addition to the Halloween party, and
of course the Prom in the spring, LSSS
will continue its regular activities such
as Milk and Cookies on Sunday nights,
Faculty-Student Wine and Cheeses and
regular Bar Nights (including Bar Month
in February). We are also planning on
doing more social events intended to mix
traditionally disparate groups in the law
school such as LLM/Research Scholars
and JD students, and Summer and Fall
Starter lLs.The absolute best thing about
this law school is the student body and
we hope that we can facilitate maximum
interaction between everyone so that no
one misses out on enjoying their time
with their classmates.

Sincerely,
Sarah Gleich

Your 2008-09 LSSS Board is as follows,
for those of you who don't remember (or
never knew):
President - Sarah Gleich
Vice President - Siddharth Nag
Treasurer - Joe Neely
Secretary - Brittlynn Hall
3L Reps - Adriel Sanders, Steve Howe
2L Reps - Spencer Walters, Lillian Wafford,
Josh Van der Ploeg
LLM!lL Reps - to be determined!

Af'AR MlNTS & TOWNrlOME:.S

Live Where the Best Live
Make it your choice in 2008/2009!!!
You will be captivated by this distinguished address nestled in the beauty of the fanner
Botanical Gardens
4 Station Business Center

•

Flexible Lease Agreements

•

•

Conveniently located on the AATA Bus line

•
•

Concierge Resident Services

Continental Breakfast Every Wednesday

•

Summer Internship Program

•

Shuttle Van to Business/Law School

•

•

24 hr Health Club

WIFI Available Fall 2008

Monthly Social Activities

Choose A Lifestyle

Choose Woodbury Gardens
Phone: 734 663-7633
Fax: 734 663-8700
www.woodburvgardens.com

II

everyone to visit us whenever the door
is open. You can also reach us via email
collectively at lsss@umich.edu, or me
individually at sgleich@umich.edu.

Our office is LR118 and we welcome

•
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Bleeding Love? More Like Bleeding Ears:
The Summer Pop Music We Loved to Hate
By Dave Heal

c--; t was a big summer for crappy

pop music. While most of you
were cruising around listening
to
Pods and compact discs, I was
listening to the radio so you didn't have
to. Granted, this review may contain
information that might have been more
useful at the beginning of the summer
but no matter.
The Summer of 2008 brought us
three particularly noxious singles:
Leona Lewis's "Bleeding Love," Jesse
McCartney's "Leavin"' , and Kid Rock's
"All Summer Long."
Full disclosure: I kind of like Kid Rock.
He dates supermodels, breaks the law,
and is a total yokel in that self-aware way
that somehow seems refreshing in its
honesty. And he's a real American hero to
the sort of people who regularly comment
on YouTube videos. Which is why it pains
me to have been paying particularly close
attention to the radio at the same time that
he released the abomination that is his
classic rock Frankenstein, "All Summer
Long." Not only did he misappropriate
two reasonably cool songs, "Sweet Home
Alabama" and "Werewolves of London,"
but he did so in service of such blinding
feats of literary brilliance as rhyming the
word "things" with "things" in the line
"we were tryin' different things/and we
were smokin' funny things/making love
out by the lake to our favorite song."
Now, the sheer laziness involved here is
forgivable, but forcing the radio-listening
public to imagine 17-year old Kid Rock
(nee Robert James Ritchie) removing his
crusty, yellowed wife beater and making
love to anybody is the sort of crime that
inspired me to come to law school in the
first place. The rest of the song is collage
of stolen turns of phrase and idioms from
other rock songs, all set to the melodies
from two songs he didn't write.
Speaking of songs not written by the

performer, "Bleeding Love," which
brought Leona Lewis into our lives,
was co-written by Jesse McCartney and
the lead singer of OneRepublic and
suffers from what I've taken to calling
the Souljah Boy Syndrome, whereby a
simple pop song, by virtue of a chorus
that is both dynamically uninteresting
and repetitive , seems to stretch on into
eternity. "Bleeding Love" is this kind
of song, the kind that you notice on the
radio and immediately change stations,
only to come back minutes later and be
confronted by, in this case, that same
endlessly screeching chorus of terrible
metaphors. The perceptual trick here is
pretty astounding. Both 'Crank That' by
Souljah Boy and 'Bleeding Love' are only
around 4 minutes each, but I bet if you
asked the average listener to guess how
long they are they'd be off by a factor of 2.
I would personally swear to you that the
last time I attempted to dance to Crank
That's lurching beats I had burned at least
as many calories as an hour of moderately
paced love-making. There's clearly some
time dilation principle here at work that
is way beyond my comprehension.
Jesse McCartney's 'Leavin'," the bane
of my summer radio-listening existence,
fails for a whole host of different reasons,
the primary one being his ambitious but
ill-advised attempt to make 'shorty' a
gender-neutral term. It's taken me years
to come to terms with this particular hip
hop neologism, but Jesse McCartney's
sneaky attempt to redefine the word,
or his lazy misreading of the 'historical
shorty' in African- American music,
resulted in the following song lyrics
being blasted across America's radios
this summer:
[A rhythmically challenged and pre
pubescent looking Jesse McCartney
(trust me, watch the video on YouTube)
encourages some blandly good-looking
girl in teeny shorts to tell her boyfriend
the following:]

Why don 't you tell him that I'm
leavin ', never looking back again
Youfound somebody who does it better
than he can
No more making you cry
No more them gray skies
Girl we flying on a g5, g5
And we're leavin ', never looking
back again
So call your shawty and tell him you
found a new man
If you're not paying close attention,
you might not notice that Jesse has
disguised 'shorty' using an alternate
spelling. But there's no mistaking it over
the radio: Jesse wants us to believe that
it's OK to refer to a woman's boyfriend or
male plaything her ' shawty.' While the
linguists in the crowd may want to call
this a 'slipshod extension' of the term's
original meaning, Joe Briefcase merely
feels (correctly) intuitively that this usage
is an indefensible load of BS. Add to
this the lyrics about how his new lady
is going to be "singing all night, night,
night," followed by his singing rendition
of her orgasmic melismas and you've got
a song that seems hastily cobbled together
from the scraps of R. Kelly's ephebic
scribblings.
The music video actually amplifies the
song's ridiculousness. We're treated to
shots of baby-faced Jesse sitting spread
eagle pantomiming how he's going to
'let it rain' (Uhh Jesse ...make it rain?
Misuse your own generation's idioms
much?!) and then we get the money shot
of his shirtless back and a quick cut to
his dainty fingers untying this girl's bra.
Notwithstanding the conclusion that this
is an execrable piece of songwriting, I find
myself unable to turn the station when
I hear the plinky plinking of the song's
introduction.
Regrettably, the older I get the more
I'm able to be seduced by the easy
CONTINUED on Page 15
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Continuing What They Started
•

By Erin Opperman

"The isolation of every human soul
and the necessity of self-dependence
must give each individual the right
to choose his own su rroundings. "
- Elizabeth Cady Stanton

�

Ji,abeth Cady Stanton a<gued
that the complete solitude of
the human soul and the reality
tha
individual can ultimately only rely
on herself demanded we give women the
right to vote. But having the right was just
the beginning -now, we need to make
sure that people are really able to exercise
it. There are about a hundred things I
would change about the voting process
in this country: the electoral college;
voting on a weekday; malfunctioning
voting machines; uneven distribution of
election resources; not having universal
same day registration; and the fact that
we have in this country what Robert
Pastor of the Center for Democracy
and Election Management at American
University, calls "13,000 elections run
by 13,000 independent, quasi-sovereign
counties and municipalities." But those
complaints are the subjects for long-term
projects. More immediately, we as law
students have a duty to use our time and
instinct to ensure that this November's
election is run as fairly as possible.

'l

Party alignment aside, and whether
or not the S upreme Court always
considers voting a "fundamental right,"
I think (read: hope) we can all agree that
voting is crucial to complete expression
of independence and responsibility.
This may be true at this time in history
more than at any other. We have a
President and Congress with abysmally
low approval ratings, and the country is
primed for change.
Michigan is a battleground state this
November, and we're more likely than in
the past to be the state on every reporter's
lips the next morning. If you read the
news this past weekend you know
we already are. I don't want to be the

16, ZOOS

Florida of 2000 or the Ohio of 2004, so I'm
writing to encourage every student to get
involved this season. A group of students
working with the Michigan Election Law
Project on campus and under the auspices
of Election Protection, the nation's largest
non-partisan voter protection coalition, is
working to consolidate and maximize law
student participation.
The three-pronged project includes
registering voters, educating voters
on their rights and Michigan-specific
voter requirements, and Election Day
protection. Registration will start with the
goal of having all students registered and
then proceed into the community. I hate
that there is a need to say it, but I know
there is: please register to vote and then
vote! As law students we have no excuse
not to do the thing that so many lives were
spent fighting for. We're all too young to
be cynical, and if you don't think voting
matters ask yourself if you could say that
to Frederick Douglass.
Ok, back to the prongs. The second
part of the effort is in the form of
education. Many voters do not know
what is required of them in Michigan
(e.g., voting in person the first time,
having to show identification, and re
registering after a move). However,
many voters also don't know their
rights, including the exceptions to all of
the above requirements. Because of this
information gap, the second step will be to
hand out educational literature to voters
at registration sites and elsewhere. Voters
should know what to expect, what poll
workers and challengers can and cannot
do, and who to go to for help if they have
been intimidated, discriminated against
or prevented from voting.
The last prong is voter protection.
Students will train to be a poll monitor
and partner with a local attorney. On
Election Day they will monitor several
polls, making sure people are allowed
to vote and, if need be, they will file
immediate suit for injunctive relief in the
case of abuse, discrimination, or fraud.

This part will be an ali-day endeavor,
obviously, but I can think of no better
reason to miss class. The need for
protection is incredibly high, especially
in low-income areas. Thus, all coalition
efforts, registration, education, and
protection will venture far beyond the
safe confines of the law quad.
There are many ways a voter can
be disenfranchised on Election Day,
including being purged from the voter list
during routine roll cleaning by counties;
"voter caging," whereby challenge lists are
compiled by organizations or individuals
who send mail marked "return to sender"
and then record the addresses at which
mail was undeliverable; lack of correct
form of identification; and being put on
challenge lists due to home foreclosure.
Don't forget the time-honored tactics of
disenfranchisement: verbal and physical
harassment, intimidation, and lying
(such as telling former felons they can't
vote in Michigan). All of the above are
reasons why many people are needed to
counter the actions of people who care
more about getting what they want than
human decency and respect.
The elect ion effort on campus is
supported by our administration and
has been endorsed by most of the student
identity groups. Some organizations are
devoting time to the effort as a group
and others are connecting individual
members with the election coalition
on campus. Regardless of their group
affiliations, students who have heard
about the effort have been eager to help
in whatever way they are able and I'm
hoping that this trend will continue.
Please visit the Michigan Election Law
Project table at lunch outside HHlOO
every Tuesday until Election Day, or
email Whitney Barkley at wabarkle@
gmail.com for more information or to
sign up to help.

This is Erin's 2nd year as a Contributing
Editorfor the Res Gestae. She can be reached
for comment at rg@umich.edu.
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ere we go again. Every
semester, when we run grade
curves, we also, in what may
to be the most fruitless of
ye
traditions, run an editorial imploring
everyone to view those curves more as a
tool to asses your relative understanding
of material and what classes to take
going forward than as a ruler with which

•
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to measure your own personal worth
(which should instead be measured
by just how well you do in your more
. .. extracurricular activities. Have we
mentioned yet that you ought to consider
writing for the RG? We have? Oh, alright
then. Moving right along . . .
So every semester, hopefully until now,

this editorial goes unread on page 2, as
people run straight to the grade curves
and commence the ego-crushing exercise
of comparing their own performance
to that of the 900 other brilliant minds
enrolled at our Law School.
Normally then, we'd now say somthing
about you already having skipped over

The Inevitable Grade Curves:
Number of Grades Given Per Class
Course/
Section

Professor

Course Name

510/001,002

Croley,Steven P

Civil Procedure

520/001

Frier,Bruce W

Contracts

530/001

Prescott�James Jondall

Criminal Law

530/002

Tbomas,Kimberly A

Criminal Law

4.3

4.0

3.7

3.3

3.0

2.7

2.3

2.0

1.7

1.3

A+

A

A-

B+

B

B-

C+

c

C-

D+

20

24

52

43

36

7

13

27

23

9

10

15

29

27

8

9

14

22

7

1.0
D

0.0

Class

E

Size
177
88
94
86

4

530/003

Mathieson,Anna·Rose

Criminal Law

10

14

29
24

26

5

3

88

540/001

Primus,Richard A

Intro to Constitutional Law

II

10

28

21

12

4

88

540/002

Friedman,Richard D

lntro to Constitutional Law

13

15

23

21

7

6

87

10

89

560/001

Simpson,Brian

Property

6

16

30

21

580/001

Hershovitz,Scott A

Torts

12

14

23

22

5

601/001,002

Payton,Sallyanne

Administrative Law

5

2

7

3

I

29

54

I

15

35

606/001

Rolland,Sonia Elise

Transnational Law

3

6

2

606/002

Ratner,Steven Richard

Transnational Law

s

13

5

606/003

Dickinson,Timothy L

Transnational Law

4

10

4

88

35

73

5

34
43

608/001

Leary,Margaret A

Advanced Legal Research

14

17

3

609/001

Prescott,James Jondall

Employment Law

5

14

K.antor,Allyn David

Alt Dispute Resolution

8

8
9

16

612/001

8

2

Ben-Shahar,Omri

II
I

61
34
29

Sales Law

5

6

II

5

616/001

Miller,William I

Bloodfeuds

4

15

20

8

20

622/001

Kritsiotis,Dino

lntemat'l Humanitarian Law

3

6

7

3

4

635/001

Beny,Laura Nyantung

Corporate Finance

3

4

10

6

13

42

636/001

Laycock,Douglas

Religious Liberty

5

2

8
7

6

26

59

614/001

2

7

75
25

31

637/001

Pottow,John A E

Bankruptcy

3

642/001

Glogower,Roderic M

Jewish Law

10

5

2

3

I

28

643/001

Larsen,Joan L

Crim Pro:Bail to Post Con Rev

7

14

17

13

24

88

650/001

lskrev,Nikolay Ivanov

Corporate Finance Tutorial

12

6

16

40

6

I

656/001

Simpson,Brian

English Legal History

4

8

17

59

Davis Evans,Alicia

Enterprise Organization

7

15

21

II
II

II

657/001

33

100

658/001

Hertz,Howard

Entertainment Law

4

7

15

15

25

80

660/001

Vandervort,Frank E

Juvenile Justice

5

3

663/001

Kantor,Ailyn David

Dispute Resolution Practicum

5

3

664/001,002

Halberstam,Daniel H

European Legal Order

5

9

10
10
36

9

668/001

Komfield,Susan M

Adv Copyright Practice

I

5

I

669/001

Friedman,Richard D

Evidence

14

13

669/002

9
23

68

Rosen,Gerald E

Evidence

8
9

3

4

42

677/001

Whitman,Christina L B

Federal Courts

5

10

8

20

53

679/001

Mendelson,Nina A

Environmental Law

3

5

8

2

680/001

Govender,Karthigasen

Constitutionalism in S Africa

4

10

26

4

18

17

6

68

I

31

682/001

Hardin,Rebecca D, Nag,Siddharth,

Int'l Envirorunent Law & Policy

6

8

6

9

683/001

Rosenbaum,Mark D

Fourteenth Amendment

8

17

6

8

3

43

684/001

Horwitz,Jill R

Health Law and Policy

2

4

7

4

23

16

42

687/001

Wicks,Michael

Immigration and Nationality

2

6

6

691/001

Avi-Yonah,Reuven S

International Tax

7

14

5

693/001

Reimann,Mathias W

Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law

4

9

17

13

16

36

26
6
22

693/002

Seinfeld,Gil

Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law

695/001

Regan,Donald H

International Trade Law

I

6

7

3

705/001

Davis Evans,Alicia

Mergers and Acquisitions

7

II

15

15

12

56
119

2

38

10

68
54

Niehoff,Leonard Marvin

Mass Media Law

21

710/001

Stumpff,Andrew

Employee Benefits & Exec Camp

4

2

3

712/001

Parson,Edward A

Negotiation

5

10

12

29
15

707/001

7

15

12
15

716/001

Peterson,Bruce D

In-House Counsel

5

5

12

723/001

Beny,Laura Nyantung

The Public Corporation

6

3

3

3

15
35

17

II

2

726/001

Kahn,Douglas A

Partnership Tax

4

3

4

2

24

727/001

Radin,Margaret Jane

Patent Law

3

4

6

13

36

730/001

Rosenbaum,Mark D

33

89

725/001

Novak,Barbara Griffin

Securities Reg Practicum

2

6

731/001

Niehoff,Leonard Marvin

Legal Ethics & Prof Resp

4

9

734/001

Spindelman,Marc S

Crit Perspect on Hlth Ethics

3

Adv Appellate Advocacy

3

8
18

13

2

5

19

Bemard,Jack

Higher Education Law

14

5

3

50

738/001

Laycock,Douglas

Injunc and Equitable Remedies

3

I

6

12

31

740/001

Cassei,Par Kristoffer,

Chinese Legal History

3

2

6

3

21

743/001

Pritchard,Adam C

Securities Regulation

3

7

II

5

13

21

21

12

39

119

6

35

64

22

9

159

737/001

743/002

Khanna,Vikramaditya S

Securities Regulation

745/001

MacKinnon,Catharine A

Sex Equality

19

35

--------111 �e s ®e stne
this editorial and gone straight to the
grade curves on pages blah and yadda.
However, r ather than be resigned,
relegated to the worst sort of uselessness,
bemoaning the fact that there is very
likely nothing we can do to prevent the
same thing from happening this year, we
discovered something miraculous.
Snark momentarily aside, we realized
that if we just plopped our traditional
request on the actual grade curve page,
y'all'd have a much tougher time ignoring
us.
Do we expect this new plan to be
foolproof? Of course not. We're realistic
sorts; we realize that you're likely just
skimming us even now, if you paused

•
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at all to even notice us here. That's ok.
We'll wait.
Sure, we could remind you that it
wasn't just your academics that got you
in here. Sure, we could point out that
Michigan is a great school so it doesn't
matter as much how well you do. Sure
we could put smiley faces around the
grade curves. But, ultimately, none of it
would help.
So we are continuing to take strong
measures this year. A we promise that, if
you'll agree to sign the following pledge,
recognizing that you are more than your
GPA, we will stop guilting you and let
you read your grade curves in peace.

I (please print name)
the undersigned, being of at
least marginally-sound mind and only
slightly-inebriated body, do hereby
acknowledge that grades are not
everything. I understand that however
my recent academic performance stacks
up compared to my peers I will be getting
a job offer when I graduate. I further
acknowledge that, in the event I do not
listen to this advice and I die as a result
of taking the grade curves too seriously, I,
on behalf of myself, my agents, heirs, and
assigns, do hereby hold the RG harmless
for having provided them to me. I further
leave my entire life savings to the RG for
their discretionary use.
____
_

Name:

________________

Too Much Grade Curve for Just One Spread:
Let's Try to Maintain a Sense of Decorum
Course/
Section

4.3

4.0

3.7

3.3

3.0

2.7

2.3

2.0

1.7

1.3

1.0

0.0

A+

A

A-

B+

B

B·

C+

C

C-

D+

D

E

Tax of financial Instruments

II

6

I

3

Hines Jr,James R

Taxation of Individual Income

9

16

12

32

Logue,Kyle D

Corporate Taxation

4

8

9

20
8

21

55

II

7

51

Professor

Course Name

746/001

Keinan, Yoram

747/001
749/001
751/001

Desimpelare,James Mark

Accounting for Lawyers

7

7521001

Payton,Sallyanne

Governance: Adv Problems

5

755/001

Waggoner,Lawrence W

Trusts and Estates I

5

8

6

5

760/001

Eisenberg,Rebecca S

Trademarks and Unfair Camp

761/001

Hall,Noah Devan

Water Law

771/001

Van Putten,Mark: Clinton

How to Save the Planet

776/001

Gould,Dean J

779/001

Katz,Ellen D

29
87
69

15

7

7

12

47

I

29

3

9

17

3

2

Real Estate Finance Law

3

5

13

6

10

47

Education Law

2

19

17

12

7

61

2

2

FDA Law

4

9

Lyon,Andrea D

Criminal Trial Advocacy

2

6

2

3

791/001,002

Uhlmann,David M

Environmental Crimes

6

6

3

3

4

16

12

Eisenberg,Rebecca S

Size

15

790/001

7811001

Class
P

9

30
13
20
42

793/001

Katz,EIIen D

Voting Rights I Election Law

794/001

Tonner,Grace C

Senior Judge Seminar II

17

19

801/001

Adams,! Phillip

Tax Plan for Bus Trans

8

15

803/001

Gosman,Sara Rollet

Environmental Justice

4

10

805/001

Clarkson, Gavin Stuart

Contemp Issues in Nat Am Law

12

12

809/001

Adelman,Barry Alan

Anatomy of a Deal

6

23

811/001

Niehuss,John Marvin

International Project Finance

6

20

813/001

Whitrnan,Christina L B

Supreme Court Litigation

9

15

814/001

Reimann,Mathias W

Camp Leg Cultures: Turkey & US

6

817/001

Roberts, Victoria A

Fed Sentencing: Evoi&Dynamics

16

818/001

Miller,William I

Faking It

14

819/001

Khanna,Vikramaditya S

823/001

Chinkin,Christine Mary,

Women and War

824/001

Kritsiotis,Dino

Intern'! Law and Use of Force
Thinking Law/Ancient Cultures

22

Corp Gov & Stk Mkt Develop

825/001

Neis,Rachel

831/001

Dickinson,Timothy L

lnt'l Commercial Transactions

833/001

Hines Jr,James R

Tax Policy Workshop

II
I

20
14

3

14

12

16
17

UN Secur CounciV2lst Century

20

844/001

Rosenbaum,Mark D

Pub lnt Leg Thry: Education

12

846/001

Horwitz,Jill R

Nonprofit Law and Policy

14

836/001

849/001

Genser,Jared Matthew

Radin,Margaret Jane

8

Student Scholarship Workshop

852/001

Ratner,Steven Richard

Int'l Law and Temorism

II

853/001

Simpson,Brian

The Boundaries of the Mkt

19

Income Tax Treaties

19

857/001

Avi-Yonah,Reuven S

860/001

Green,Saul Adair, Levy,Judith E

Selected Problems in Policing

15

861/001

Ben-Shahar,Omri, Prescott) ames

Law and Economics Workshop

14

877/001

Scott,Rebecca J

Law in Slavery and Freedom

17

879/001

Chinkin,Christine Mary

Int'l Dispute Resolution

13

892/001

Kritsiotis,Dino, Simpson,Brian

Uncensored Hist of lnt'l Law

17

893/001

Larsen,Joan L

15

Presidential Power

894/001

Regan,Donald H

Good Life/Government

895/001

Carson,John

Hum Nat in Cui/Legal Context

4

17
12

899/001

Moscow,Cyril

Shareholder Litigation

6

927/001

Newman,Valerie R, Van

Crim Appellate Practice

6

12

928/001

Newman, Valerie R, Van

Criminal Appel Pract Field

6

12

930/001

Kagan,Neil S

Environmental Law Clinic

2

9

14
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e Dean's Pu ic Service PSA

he Law School has good news
for those of you w h o are
planning to pursue careers in
public interest or government. Starting
next summer we will launch the Public
Service Guarantee, a summer stipend
of $5,000 for all 2Ls who obtain summer
internships with qualified government or
public interest organizations.
It's no secret that it's hard to secure even
minimal funding for summer internships
with government agencies and non
profits even though these organizations

offer invaluable, highly specialized legal
experience. And sometimes it seems
the very organizations that provide the
best experience are least able to provide
financial support.

We think it's important - that it's
central to our role as a top-ranked
public law school, in fact - to continue
making it possible for our students to
pursue careers that serve the greater
good. Frankly, we don't want financial
hardship to come between our talented
and energetic students and their ability

to contribute those talents and energies
to public service. The Public Service
Guarantee, which aims to continue
our long and distinguished history of
supplying superbly trained lawyers to the
public and non-profit sectors, is proof of
that commitment.

With that in mind, the Law School
also plans to continue and bolster the
Dean's Public Service Fellowships, with
selected 2Ls receiving a beefed-up $7,000
summer stipend beginning in the summer
of 2009.

Deviations from the Curve
Course/
Section

No.
Professor

Course Name

Graded

Mean

510/00I,002

CroleyS
, teven P

Civil Procedure

175

3.24

520/001

Frier,Btuce W

Contracts

85

3.25

CriminalLaw

94

3.25

530/001
530/002

Prescott,JamesJondall

CriminalLaw

86

3.25

Criminal Law

87

3.25

Primus,RichardA

Intra to ConstitutionalLaw

88

3.20

540/002

Friedman,Richard 0

Intra to ConstitutionalLaw

560/001

Simpson,Brian

530/003
540/001

580/001

Thomas,KimberlyA
Mathieson,Anna-Rose

Within

Grade

86

3.27

Property

88

3.25

Hershovitz,Scott A

Torts

88

3.19

Payton,Sallyanne

Range?

A-

B+

B

B-

15

-9

-2

-1

high

AdministrativeLaw

23

3.34

high

Rolland,SoniaElise

TransnationalLaw

18

3.53

high

RatnerS
, teven Richard

Transnational Law

35

3.23

606/003

Dickinson,Timothy L

Transnational Law

29

3.27

high

608/001

Leary,Margaret A

AdvancedLegal Research

42

3.76

Employment Law

48

332

high
high

AltDisputeResolution

Prescott,James Jondall

A

-I

606/001

609/001

A+

I

606/002

601/001,002

Deviation from Grade Guidelines

-1

10

-8

-2

I

-2

-1

-2

-2

-5

-3

-2
-2
-2

-2

-2

32

3.68

high

-5

614/001

Ben-Shahar,Omri

SalesLaw

29

3.41

high

-1

616/001

Miller, William I

Bloodfeuds

53

336

high

-3

-1

-2

high

-1

-2

-1

612/001

Kantor,Allyn David

622/001

Kritsiotis,Dino

Intemat'l Humanitarian Law

21

3.57

635/001

Beny,LauraNyantung

Corporate Finance

28

3.23

636/001

LaycockD
, ouglas

ReligiousLiberty

32

3.23

Pottow,John A E

Bankruptcy

29

JewishLaw

26

3.58

Crim Pro:Bail to Post Con Rev

64

3.23

Corporate Finance Tutorial

637/001
6421001
643/001

Glogower,RodericM
LarsenJ
, oanL

-2

3.25
high

22

3.93

high

Simpson,Brian

English Legal History

48

3.30

high

657/001

DavisEvans,Alicia

Enterprise Organization

65
51

332

high

3.24

9

3.93

Iskrev,Nikolay Ivanov

658/001

Hertz,Howard

Entertainment Law

6601001

Vandervort,Frank E

Juvenile Justice

663/001

-1

I

-1

I

-5

10

2

-5

-2

-2

-1

-5

-3
-2

I

-2

-1
-1

-1
-1

3.97
3.48
3.82

high
high

4

9

669/001

Friedman,RichardD

Evidence

44

3.45

high

7

669/002

Rosen,Gerald E

Evidence

35

3.23

Whitman,ChristinaLB

Federal Courts

32

3.45

high

-1
5

-6

677/001

2

3

16

3.56

high

680/001

Govender, Karthigasen

Constitutionalism inS Africa

61
29

3.29
3.46

high

Int'l Environment Law & Policy
Fourteenth Amendment

40

3.58
338
335

6821001
683/001

HardinR
, ebecca D,
Rosenbaum,MarkD

684/001

Horwitz,JillR

HealthLaw and Policy

17

687/001

Wicks,Michael

Immigration andNationality

23

high
high
high

5

-1

-3

-2

-2

-1

-3

-2

-1

3.70

high

10

Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law

43

3.29

high

2

Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law

104

3.24

695/001

Regan,Donald H

International Trade Law

19

3.26

Mergers andAcquisitions

54

3.29

high

I

NiehoffL
, eonard Marvin

MassMediaLaw

52

3.80

high

IS

Stumpff,Anclrew

EmployeeBenefits &Exec Comp

13

338

high

3

7121001
716/001

-5

-2

-3

-1

-1

-1

-8

-3

-1

-2
-7

-3

-2

Parson,Edward A

Negotiation

33

3.47

high

I

-1

-3

-2

Peterson,BruceD

In·House Counsel

28

3.53

high

2

The Public Corporation

13

3.79

high

-2
-3

-2
-1

-1

Securities Reg Practicum

high

-4

-1

-1

-3

-1

-1

-2

-1

-5

-4
-I

-2

723/001

Beny L
, auraN yantung

725/001

Novak,Barbara Griffin

17

3.86

726/001

Kahn,DouglasA

Partnership Tax

17

727/001

Radin,Margaret Jane

PatentLaw

23

3.24
3.27

730/001

-2
2

-2

710/001

DavisEvans,Aiicia

-4

high

707/001

705/001

I

high

Reimann,Mathias W

26

-3

-1

-4

Seinfeld,Gi1

International Tax

-1

3

693/002

Avi·Yonah,ReuvenS

-1

-3

10

693/001

691/001

-1
-1

-2

28

3

-2

-3

10

European Legal Order
Adv Copyright Practice

high

-1

-1

Dispute Resolution Practicum

HalberstamD
, aniel H
Komfield,Susan M

Environmental Law

-2
- 1

-3

668/001

Mendelson,Nina A

-5

I

high

679/001

-1
-2

664/00I ,002

Kantor,AllynDavid

-1
-2

3

656/001

650/001

-1

Rosenbaum,MarkD

AdvAppellate Advocacy

731/001

Niehoff,Leonard Marvin

Legal Ethics & ProfResp

734/001

Spindelman,MarcS

Crit Perspect on HlthEthics

8

3.78

55

3.20

18

3.24

-1

high
high

-2

-1

-I
2

-3
14

6

-5

I

-1

-I

737/001

Bemard,Jack

HigherEducationLaw

47

3.71

high

738/001

Laycock,Douglas

Injunc andEquitable Remedies

19

3.29

high

740/001

Cassei,Par Kristoffer,

18

3.29

743/001

Pritchard,Adam C

Securities Regulation

34

3.16

I

-2

743/002

Khanna, VikramadityaS

Securities Regulation

3.46

high

4

8

-4

-I

-3

745/001

MacKinnon,Catharine A

78
134

3.40

high

-3

12

-6

-9

-6

Chinese Legal History

Sex Equality

I

high

18

-I

C+

c

C-

-------111
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Both programs will operate with the
same basic rules as the Dean's Public
Service Fellowship. Here's the fine
print:
* The government or non-profit
position must be the student's
primary legal employment for the
summer. In other words, second-year
students who split their summer
legal employment between public
service and private law practice are
not eligible.

®£sine
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* No other form of financial assistance
from the University is permitted.That
includes (but isn't limited to) support
from a Bates Fellowship, the Perry
Watkins Fellowship, the Law School's
Program in Refugee and Asylum Law
and Student Funded Fellowships, the
Cambodian Law Program, and the
University's International Institute.

that the Guarantee is a positive step for
the Michigan Law School community
- one that shows again that we value our
students' ability to follow the career path
of their choosing.
You'll find more details regarding
the Guarantee on the Office of Public
Service's web pages in the coming
weeks. As always, Assistant Dean
Mary Ann Sarosi is available to answer
any questions.

* The work performed can't be of a
partisan, political nature.

* Finally, if a student receives the
Public Service Guarantee and later
receives other University support
for the same summer job, the student
must forfeit the Public Service
Guarantee.

* Students must be employed in
their positions for a minimum of
lO weeks.

W hether y o u intend to go into
government, private practice or the
public interest arena, we hope you agree

In our next issue, The RG plans to follow
up Dean Caminker's letter with a Q & A
with MaryAnn Sarosi, in order that we might
contextualize this new program within the
continuing evolution of Michigan Law's
general commitment to public service.

FYI: You Are More than Your Grades
(And Your Mom IS Right You Are a Catch.)
•

-

No.

Course/
Course Name

Mean

Professor

7461001

Keinan,Yoram

Tax of Financial Instruments

25

Within

Grade

Graded

Section
7471001

Hines Jr,James R

Taxation of lndividual Income

54

3.61
3.24

7491001

Logue,Kyle D

Corporate Taxation

15

3.57

7511001

Desimpelare,James Mark

Accounting for Lawyers

60

3.25

7521001

6

Range?
high
high

Deviation from Grade Guidelines
A+

A

3

7

A-

Payton,Sallyanne

Governance: Adv Problems

4.05

high

-I

-2

7551001

Waggoner,Lawrence W

Trusts and Estates I

33

3.37

high

2

-I

7601001

Eisenberg,Rebecca S

Trademarks and Unfair Camp

40

3.21

B+

B

B-

-4

-I

-I

-3

-I

-I

-2

-I
-I
-I

-I
-I

-2

7611001

Hali,Noah Devan

Water Law

33

3.33

high

3

-2

7711001

Van Putten,Mark Clinton

How to Save the Planet

28

3.90

high

14

-I

-5

-6

7761001

Gould,Dean J

Real Estate Finance Law

34

3.18

I

-I

high

-2

10

-3

-2

high

I

5

-3

-2

-I

-I
-I

-I
-I
-I

7791001

Katz,Ellen D

Education Law

52

3.37

781/001

Eisenberg,Rebecca S

FDA Law

24

3.54

7901001

Lyon,Andrea D

Criminal Trial Advocacy

13

3.52

high

4

I
-I

18

3.62

high

3

-2

7911001,002

Uhlmann,David M

Environmental Crimes

7931001

Katz,Eilen D

Voting Rights I Election Law

33

3.56

high

10

I

-7

-2

-2

7941001

Tonner,Grace C

Senior Judge Seminar 11

19

4.03

high

15

-2

-5

-4

-2

3.86

high

6

4

-4

-3

-I
-I

3.74

high

3

2

-I

-2

-3
-2

-3
-4

-I
-I
-I
-I

80 1/001

Adams,J Phillip

Tax Plan for Bus Trans

15

8031001

Gosman,Sara Rollet

Environmental Justice

10

8051001

Clarkson,Gavin Stuart

Contemp Issues in Nat Am Law

12

4.00

high

II

-2

809/001

Adelman,Barry Alan

Anatomy of a Deal

23

3.60

high

3

4

811/00 1

Niehuss,John Marvin

International Project Finance

13

3.62

high

5

8131001

Whitman, Christina L B

Supreme Court Litigation

15

4.12

high

8141001

Reimann,Mathias W

Comp Leg Cultures: Turkey & US

3

3.67

high

817/001

Roberts,Victoria A

Fed Sentencing: Evoi&Dynarnics

15

3.87

high

8 1 81001

Miller,William I

Fak:ing lt

13

3.69

high

-2

-I
-I

819/001

Khanna,Vikramaditya S

Corp Gov & Stk Mkt Develop

20

3.75

high

-4

-2

Women and War

-2
-2

-4

-3

-I
-3

-2

high

Kritsiotis,Dino

Intern'! Law and Use of Force

9
12

3.33

8241001

3.59

high

8251001

Neis,Rachel

Thinking Law/Ancient Cultures

9

3.89

high

831/001

Dickinson,Timothy L

Int'l Commercial Transactions

3

4.00

high

833/001

Hines Jr,Jarnes R

8361001

Genser,Jared Matthew

Tax Policy Workshop
UN Secor CounciV21st Century

19

3.67

high

8441001

Rosenbaum,Mark D

Pub Int Leg lluy: Education

II

3.84

high

Nonprofit Law and Policy

high
-2

-I

8231001

Chinkin,Christine Mary,

17

3.79

8461001

Horwitz,Jill R

12

3.72

Radin,Margaret Jane

Student Scholarship Workshop

7

4.00

high

8521001

Ratner,Steven Richard

Int'l Law and Temorism

9

3.30

high

-2

-I

-2

-4

-I

-2

-2

-2

-3

-2

-I
-I
-I
-I

-3

-I
I

-I
-I

-I
-I

Simpson,Brian

The Boundaries of the Mkt

12

3.84

high

2

-2

-3

-I

8571001

Avi-Yonah,Reuven S

Income Tax Treaties

19

3.82

high

5

-3

-4

-2

8601001

Green, Saul Adair, Levy,Judith E

Selected Problems in Policing

15

3.89

high

I

-2

-3

8611001

Ben·Shahar,Omri, Prescott,James

Law and Economics Workshop

14

high

2

I

-3

8771001

Scott,Rebecca J

Law in Slavery and Freedom

17

3.64

high

5

8791001

Chinkin,Christine Mary

lnt'l Dispute Resolution

7

3.59

high

3

Kritsiotis,Dino, Simpson,Brian

high

I

-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I

8531001

3.64

-3

-I
-2

Uncensored Hist of Int'l Law

17

8931001

Larsen,Joan L

Presidential Power

10

3.68
3.97

high

-3

-2

8941001

Regan,Donald H

Good Life/Government

10

3.91

high

-3

-2

10

3.88

8921001

-I
-I
-I

-2
-3

high

849/001

-I

-I
-I
-I
-I

8951001

Carson,John

Hum Nat in Cui/Legal Context

high

-3

-2

8991001

Moscow,Cyril

Shareholder Litigation

14

3.65

high

-I

9271001

Newman.Valerie R, Van

Crim Appellate Practice

12

3.79

high

-2

-2
-3

9281001

Newman,Valerie R, Van

Criminal Appel Pract Field

12

3.79

high

-2

-3

9301001

Kagan,Neil S

Environmental Law Clinic

9

3.86

high

-I

-2

-I
-I
-I
-I

-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I

-I
-I
-I

C+

c
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We}COIDC to the Food Court:

Zingerman's Bakehouse
Location: 3 7 1 1

(!i>e •ltte

Plaza Dr. Ann

Arbor
Products are also available at:

Zingerman's Deli - 422 Detroit
Street Ann Arbor, Zingerman's
mail order, several coffee shops
around town, and Bello Vino
Marketplace at 2789 Plymouth Rd.
Ann Arbor
Liz loves:

muscovado sugar (a very dark,
molasses-tinged brown sugar) in
a gorgeous pecan pie and pecan
blondies
Michaela loves:

buttercream frosting and peppered
bacon farm bread
Liz & Michaela don't love:

pricey, very pricey

l

ingerman's Bakehouse is
probably the preeminent bakery
in Ann Arbor and may be the
best in the entire Detroit metro area.
While they do some fancy schmancy
stuff (e.g., Bostoks - brioche with orange
syrup and almond frangipane - and
gorgeous wedding cakes), they specialize
in downhome products with a focus
on Southern-influenced baked goods
(e.g., chess pie, pecan pie, 'Barna buns,
and Hummingbird cake). They make
everything from on-the-go breakfast
items (muffins, bagels, croissants, and
other pastries) to bread and homemade
pies and cakes. If you want the real,
flour-up-to-your elbows experience head
to the Bakehouse's retail store on Plaza
Drive (near the itty-bitty A A airport).
Otherwise, their products are available
all over town. All in all, despite the
Bakehouse's obvious appeal (who can
resist buttery sugary goodness or that
perfect loaf of sourdough?), it doesn't
always come out with a perfect score.
Michigan Law Culinary Club's Michaela
Tarr and Liz Crouse discuss why.

Liz: So, I'm probably the biggest fan
of the Bakehouse in this discussion, but
even I have to admit that there are some
problems in Zingerman's ovens. First,
the good stuff.

They make a mighty fine croissant
- flaky, tender, crisp, and buttery. Yum!
It's actually one of the best that I've had
outside of France.
The pies are definitely a strong point,
with tender, flaky all-butter crusts graced
with generally amazing fillings. The
pecan pie (with the aforementioned
muscovado sugar and no skimping on
the pecans) is a favorite of mine. Also,
their seasonal Run for the Roses (pecan
with chocolate chunks for the Kentucky
Derby), and chocolate chess (a somewhat
dense fudgy filling that resembles the
sugary custard in a pecan pie). Both the
Key lime (the unorthodox addition of Key
limes adds a nice tangy note) and coconut
cream are good (but the coconut cream is
still not as good as mine). Although I'm
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Zingerman's Gets Baked
not a fan of apple pie, the Bakehouse's is
a respectable rendition. The only true
failure is the lemon meringue tart; there
isn't enough lemon curd to balance the
mountains of meringue and the crust
requires a knife and fork.
The breads are pretty amazing,
exhibiting great structure and well
balanced flavors. My favorites include
the Jewish rye, w hole wheat farm
bread, chocolate chunk sourdough (in
rolls as Toni's Come Undone), and the
intermittently available black pepper
bacon (genius, pure genius).
On the negative side, I don't think any
true Francophile is going to be putting a
blue ribbon on their baguettes any time
soon. The baguettes have decent flavor,
but the crusts are decidedly tough. Also,
higher wheat prices have really hit the
bread prices - they're getting downright
unaffordable, even for the gainfully
employed.

Their brownies are pretty good -- the
pecan bloodies almost deserve an award
-- but the regular cookies miss the mark,
in my opinion. It's not that they're
bad, they're just not quite worth the
calories. That said, I highly recommend
the homemade graham crackers. You
almost don't need the marshmallow and
chocolate.
But, I do have one major gripe and it's
with the cakes. For example, while there
are devotees of the Hunka Burning Love
Chocolate (Michaela, for one), I find the
cakes generally dry and lacking in . . .
urn, oomph. I like the Hummingbird
(coconut, pineapple, and banana with a
cream cheese frosting), but the carrot has
been sacrificed to the vegetable oil gods,
and I wish that they'd put something in
it to give it a little zing (pineapple would
be a good choice). The cheesecakes are
also a problem for me. The Bakehouse's
are of the "semi-fluffy" variety, but I want
my cheesecake dense and preferably sans
graham cracker crust (which is often

soggy).
Michaela: I have not explored the goods
at the Bakehouse as much as Liz, so I can't
contradict her as much as I'd like. Largely,
this lack of exploration has been due to
repeated and utter disappointment when
I stray from my safety zone. Nonetheless,
I have done enough Zingerman's eating
to passionately disagree with her on one
thing: the cakes.

I think Zingerman's cakes are excellent
and well worth the $6+ that they cost.
They're also pretty much the only reason
go to Zingerman's. While Liz finds them
dry; I think their texture is an excellent
balance to the butter-loaded buttercream
frosting. Maybe Liz's problem is that, out
of sheer eagerness, she gobbled her cake
down cold out of the fridge. This is not
when the cakes are at their best. Allowing
them to warm up to room temperature
(15-30 minutes on the counter) benefits
the cakes significantly - the flavors
emerge and the buttercream and cake
soften up considerably.
My two favorites are the Hunka Burning
Love Chocolate and the Buttermilk cake.
The chocolate cake is moist and dense
and made with two different chocolates
for the cake and the frosting, both of
which can be tasted once you let it warm
up. The buttermilk is a dry, white cake
with raspberry buttercream frosting. It's
royally rich and beautifully simple and
classic. A word to the wise: I find their
slices too much for one person to finish,
so go with a friend and share. You'll be
left wanting more (a good thing) instead
of wobbling home in a sugar and butter
induced haze.
As for the rest of their baked goods,
the breads are the only other thing I
would head over to Zingerman's for.
As Liz stated, the bacon black pepper
is sheer genius, and I love the chocolate
chunk sourdough (the little one is only
available on Saturdays). I've had terribly
stale cinnamon rolls and I find a lot of

their other baked goods much too sweet,
especially the pies. Like Liz said, their
baked goods are in the southern tradition,
which tends to be excessively sweet.
One thing Liz did not mention is the
bagels. At the risk of being assaulted by
some New York bagel zealot, I would say
I've been satisfied with them but won't
feel I'm missing anything once I leave AA.
If you want to try the bagels for yourself,
take your ID on your birthday and get 6
free bagels. I would recommend steering
clear of the salt bagel though, as it turns
out the crust is excessively salty. I don't
know what Zingerman's was thinking
with that one.
SinceLizandicanonlygive aunanimous
thumbs up to two Zingerman's Bakehouse
products, readers will probably have to
decide for themselves what they like.
To help them out, MLCC will host a
tour of the Bakehouse at least once each
semester this year. We pay, you eat (free
samples galore at the end) and you'll
get to watch the bread making process
and try to estimate how many gazillion
pounds of butter the pastry department
goes through every year.

The Food Court is a new regularfeature of
the RG - here you'llfind all thingsfoodie, from
reviews to recipes and everything in between.
Got a request? Email rg@umich.edu.
Got an analogy you've been dying
to use?

Write for the RGl
ts your life a veritable cornucopia of
similes and metaphors?

You oughta write for the RG!
D espe rately n e ed a
audience?

ca ptive

No seriously, write for the RG.

RG®UMICH.EDU
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Summer Lovin' , Had Me A Blast
5 CFR 2635. 1 0 1 (b) (I4)

By Rooks

very rutide I've eve< re•d .bout
the law school summer has
reflected on the jobs available
as
of extreme cushiness and dubious
amounts of work. It gives many folks
outside the legal profession the impression
that every summer associateship is one of
extreme "baller"tude, where debauched
law students take their ridonkulous
salaries and make it rain (a la Fat Joe)
for a few months before eventually
embarking on a career path that allows
them to make it rain (a la John Grisham)
on a more permanent basis. Since no
one on CNN/MSNBC/WSTFU seems to
care enough about those working in the
public sector to write all that much about
them, this misconception generally goes
uncorrected.

'l

Those of us actually in the trenches,
metaphorically speaking, know, o f
course, that this whole exercise i n vastly
overpaid mutual masturbation on the
part of summers and firms is by no
means a universal one. For every student
figuring out which fork to use (where is
Hector Elizondo when you need him?),
there's likely another to be found in deep
contemplation in Aisle 14, attempting
to suss out the best flavor of Ramen.
(For this columnist's money - roughly
17 cents - it's clearly Maruchen's Beef
Flavor, though naturally this view
does not reflect that of the RG or any
of its advertisers.) Presumably then, a
commonality of experience would be
tough to come by, but in discussions with
many folks upon their return to Michigan
this fall, it was clear, after a few drinks,
that everyone's summer did have one
unifying factor. Someone in an office near
you was getting laid.
Colloquially speaking, I believe the
phrase is "crapping where you eat."
(Or at least, that's what Great-Grandma

Rooks used to call it. She was a tough
broad.) Though I'm sure each and every
one of y'all are models of decorum and
propriety, it seemed awfully telling that
the only question I was asked (multiple
times) over the summer was whether I
thought it was "okay" to hookup with an
intern/associate/staff attorney/paralegal/
client. And heck, maybe all of you really
do have a "friend" who drunkenly got
some at an office social event and are
each merely curious about the ethical and
moral ramifications of cubicle nookie on
a purely esoteric level.

I also hear that all classes at Michigan
Law are going to become pass/fail and
magical GPA fairies have been hired to
travel back in time and apply this change
retroactively.
Look, I'm personally inclined to say
that dipping one's pen in the company
inkwell, if done with thought and a bit
of foresight, can be a complete reasonable
thing to do. It's natural that with enough
late nights and weekends in the office,
someone will occasionally get some
hardcopy slipped under the proverbial
door.
However, before you indulge in your
fantasies of showing the hottie across the
table the true meaning of full-service firm,
a cautionary tale.
Though I've often wondered if doing
the deed in Denver makes one a de facto
member of the "Mile High Club", I've
never really considered it a particularly
risque town. Sure pot possession is
legal and cocaine is to LoDo as pizza is
to Hutchins Hall, but Denver just never
struck me as happening sorta place,
perhaps because it suffered by proximity
to Boulder, a town so liberal and trust
fund crunchy that occasionally even
Ann Arbor looks downright staid by
comparison.

But one wee little government office
in Denver is going above and beyond to
change the reputation of not only their fair
city, but non-private sector jobs in general.
The Royalty In Kind (RIK) program
of the Minerals Management Service
(MMS) has been recently implicated in a
scandal of Satyricon proportions; the way
most major news outlets are covering the
story, you'd think the four-year Inspector
General (IG) report reads like Jackie
Collins and Tom Clancy got together and
decided to write an alternative history
wherein Studio 54 was actually an office
in the Department of the Interior. (Bonus
points to anyone brave enough to pick
someone up in a bar by telling them that
you'd like to work in their Department
of the Interior.)
The funny thing, though, if one reads
the actual report, as opposed to much
of the rather sensationalistic journalism
surrounding it, is that the MMS office
sounds, at first, like a particularly excessive
summer program. The employees in
question justified much of their possibly
untoward behavior by saying it was an
"absolute necessity" of working in an
industry (oil and gas) that conducted
business over fancy dinners and golf trips
and besides, they weren't your average
government worker regardless. In fact,
the RIK people were so sure that standard
federal employee guidelines didn't apply
to them that they even formed their own
study group on the legalities of their
actions in 2006. (Since, last I checked,
ethics violations aren't really like Legal
Practice, I strenuously doubt they're
going to get an 'S' for effort.)
Given that there's probably quite a bit
of shady government deal making going
on that doesn't get picked up, it initially
seems odd that this incident would offend
the delicate sensibilities of so many major
newsontlets
CONTINUED on Page 15
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Kicking it Old School:

No Exit: The Sysiphean Predicament of IL Year
By Meredith Weill

uring his recent visit to the
law school, Justice Kennedy,
responding to a 1L's request
fo
ce on how to approach her
classes, talked about the greatness of
the American legal education system.
Kicking It Old School found ourselves
awed by the majesty of the Justice's
description of the transmission of legal
knowledge through the ages. However,
the daily grind of legal education can
be wearying at times (let's say a lot of
the time); this element of the law school
experience has proved just as enduring as
the Socratic method. In an opinion piece
from the September 22, 1988 issue of the
RG, a 1L wrote:

"Now that I have experienced three
weeks of law school, and can consider

myselfan expert on the subject, I have
decided that the techniques used to
teach law preclude the enjoyment of
the first year of law school. There's
too much work, there's this ridiculous
notion ofcalling on students out ofthe
blue, and an entire grade is based on
one exam. "
Yes, that is all true. And although
Kicking It Old School does not intend to
tum the legal academy on its head just
yet (and we're pretty sure that wouldn't
be in our nature, what with our interest
in keeping up with the past) we can offer
some more basic advice to new students:
a good way to prepare for exams is
to practice with the old ones that are
available in the library and online. Others
are bound and stored in the stacks. Here's
a nice torts problem to ponder, from the
Winter semester . . . of 1937:

D, the proprietor of a small store,
customarily kept a jar of tobacco on the
counter. He allowed his customers to fill
their pipes without charge. E and P were
among the group who were accustomed
to take advantage of the free tobacco. On
one occasion, in the presence of D, and
without express objection on D's part,
E put a small quantity of gunpowder in
the tobacco jar. P came in, filled his pipe,
lighted it, and was hurt in the resulting
explosion. What are P's rights against D?
Against E? Why?
Good luck, kids.

Have a jones for a particular blast from
Michigan Law's past or a burning desire to see
evidence of whether Prof Cooper has always
been such a natty dresser? Contact Meredith
via our e-mail address - rg@umich.edu.

Case Notes, by Arnie Medley:

([

an you name this Torts case,
often cited when discussing Res
Ipsa Loquitur?

Submit your visual/creative/just plain wacky representations of prominent cases to rg@umich.edu - you could end up published!
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"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than by the
ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds
in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover." Join the staff of Res Gestae. You'll be glad you did.

�.es Qf).esht.e
rg@umich.edu
Swing by our office at 1 16 Legal Research and
have a chat about how you can get involved.
We'll see you then.
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Summer
Music
CONTINUED from Page 4

melodies of today's pop music and the
subconscious desire to share in the self
indulgent fantasies of pretty young things
like Jesse as they attempt to tell other
pretty young things that they should
ditch their boyfriends simply because
Jesse et. al. "can do it* better" than some
other dude.
*Presumably 'it' mostly equals 'sex',
but I'm a charitable enough listener to
believe that Jesse may really mean that
he'll be a more caring and generous
companion.
As mere professional school students,
and therefore simple minds devoted
to cultural consumption at its lowest
common denominator, we are surely
familiar with the phenomenon of radio
friendly pop music that's so bad it's
good. Unfortunately for us, this summer
provided an unusually high number of
radio hits that were so bad they were,
welt just really bad. In the interest of not
being a total Negative Nancy, I will point
you in the direction of Usher's "Love In
This Club" and Yung Berg & Ray J's "Sexy
Can I" for two summer singles you can
safely add to your love making play list.

Dave Heal is the most recent addition to
the Res Gestae's executive editorial staff He
enjoys long walks on the beach, conversations
that last all night and, occasionally, music
that doesn't suck. Disagree with Dave's
picks for worst summer hits? Email him at
rg@umich.edu and give him a piece of your
mind.
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Summer Lovin'
CONTINUED from Page 1 0

Well, until you get to the sex and drugs
part.
Given the narrative of the "Improper
Personal Conduct" section (pg. n which
is only three short paragraphs of the
thirty-one page IG report it's perhaps
unsurprising that "In Bed with Big
Oil" (or a variation thereof) became the
headline du jour. People getting so soused
they couldn't drive home, recreational
pot and cocaine use with company reps
. . . it doesn't take a Choose Your Own
Adventure to figure that what the report
euphemistically refers to as "brief sexual
relationships" were probably going to
occur.
W hat's interesting to me, then, is the
presumption that what basically amounts
to a one-night stand is going to necessarily
impact employee objectivity in favor of
the client. I don't know how many Walks
of Shame the Inspector General's ever
taken, or how many people they've kicked
out of bed, but it's been my observation
that for the most part, the ol' intoxicated
hook-up doesn't tend to leave one feeling
too charitable.
However, it's clear in the IG report that
the Department of the Interior considers
a sexual relationship to necessarily be a
personal one, and further, one that will
compromise the office. The Associated
Press even quotes the IG as saying that,
"sexual relationships with prohibited
sources cannot, by definition, be arms
length." (Too easy? Yeah, probably.) So
is that often the case? One could certainly
make the argument. But always, or even
presumptively? I'm not so sure.
B eing realistic, though freaking
out about the effects of the economic
"downturn" on the legal market may be
the new black, banging someone at work
is at the very least the new pink. And if
you're a responsible, honest person and
avoid the appearance of impropriety,
then, much of the time, sex on the job

(provided it's off the clock) likely won't be
an issue; given the number of people who
supposedly meet their future lifemates
at work, it's not feasible for employers to
forbid it completely. But yeah, y'all - it
could get you in trouble, and I very much
doubt anyone who asked really needed
me to tell them that.

Got questions or suggestions for the Res
Gestae's editor and resident sex columnist?
Email her at aerooks@umich.edu or, for
greater anonymity, pendaflex your musings
in the dead of night. Don't worry; she won't
judge.
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Fresh Faces

CONTINUED from Page 1

Law School Dean is filled by popular
vote. Then my new boss might tell me
to reassess. In all seriousness, though, it
is a challenge to encourage a wide range
of people to apply (and since I don't
believe the numbers are the beginning
and end of a determination of who is
smart, I really, really want a wide range
of people to apply) while achieving ever
higher medians. That's just one of the
18 thousand or so challenges of doing
admissions at this kind of school, and I'd
choose that challenge any day over the
challenge of, say, getting people to apply
when your medians are 120 and 2.0.

RG: On the subject of challenges, the
male/female ratio has always been troubling,
but the recent decline is even more so. Do
you have a sense for why fewer female law
students are joining the Michigan student
body?
You're really killing me with
DZ:
these hysteria-tinged questions. This year,
we have six fewer women in the class than
last year; we have nine more men. In the
last ten years, the percentage of women in
the entering class has consistently ranged
between 42 and 45%, with the exception
of two years (46% and 49%). So we're
solidly in the range where we've always
been- which is a range that is the same
as most of our peer schools (the exception
being Berkeley, where the percentages are
the opposite). Let's keep some perspective;
we are not observing a trend of fewer
women students joining the Michigan
Law School. Now, would I like. to see a
student body that's 50/50? Yes, I would. I
would be drummed out of the Bryn Mawr
College Alumnae Association if I didn't
want that. But gender has never been a
factor under our admissions policy, and
Prop 2 . . . forbids that we make it so. We
will simply continue to look for creative
ways to encourage women to apply and
to recruit those whom we admit.

RG: What about those of us who are
male and single? I know the administration
removed that part of the admissions video

about meeting our 'mates' at Michigan. Was
that change made because of the unbalanced
male!female ratio?
I am reminded of a Michigan
DZ:
Law faculty member who left here for
New York about a decade ago, allegedly
in search of a larger pool of women. He's
still single. Sometimes, the problem is
not volume. I'm just saying.

RG: Historically, two-thirds of the
entering class took one or more years off
between undergrad and law school. This year,
it was 73%. Is this a trend you've observed
in all the applications you reviewed or is
this increase driven by admissions decisions
-possibly because those students taking time
off have more different or diverse experiences
to share on their applications?
I was totally surprised by the
DZ:
increase in that number, actually, and
had no inkling in advance that we'd see
that increase. Years out of school is not
something we track as we go through the
admissions season, and I actually don't
have any easy way of now going back to
compare this past year's applicant pool on
this point with the pool of prior classes. . ..
All I can say is that the difference certainly
wasn't the result of a conscious change
in the way I approached the decision
making.

RG: Which schools were the biggest
feeders ' to the University of Michigan
Law School for the class of 201 1 ? Any big
surprises?
Well, Michigan is always our
DZ:
largest feeder by a wide margin-and if
every Michigan graduate who is reading
this could make it a point to try to dispel
the rumor that we don't admit Michigan
people, I'd be personally very grateful
so there's never a big surprise about the
number 1 slot. And then it's also true
that with the exception of Michigan, it's
very rare for us to have more than 10
people from any particular school. This
year, tied for second place were Princeton
and Yale, with 11 people; that's a pretty
typical number for Yale, but it was a
fairly big jump for Princeton. I apparently

subconsciously felt the need to achieve
some overall Ivy equity, though, because
the number of people from Harvard and
Cornell dropped a fair bit. This whole
feeder school thing, though, is definitely
an area of dubious statistical significance,
given the relatively small numbers we're
talking about.

RG: This was the first full admissions
cycle since the passage ofProp 2, the Michigan
ballot initiative that made it unconstitutional
to use race or gender in admissions decisions,
and the number ofenrolled students who are a
member ofa racial or ethnic minority declined
overall by 3 % from last year. Is the Law
School still committed to creating a racially
and ethnically diverse student body? If so,
what steps, if any, are being taken to address
is decline?
W hy, why do you ask me
DZ:
questions that force me to say obvious
things? It isn't within the realm of human
conception that I would say, "no, we are
not so committed," and so if I say we are
committed, I sound utterly vacuous. That
said--for crying out loud, what school
has shown a greater commitment to
diversity? Of course we're still committed.
I'm so annoyed that you made me say it,
though.
As to the results this year: On the
one hand, I am really thrilled to have
matriculated a class that is as racially
diverse as it is; I like to set the bar low,
and so I compared how we did to how
Berkeley and UCL A did in their first
post Prop 209 year-and I must say; we
cleared that hurdle quite nicely. And
because we did, recruiting this year will,
at a minimum, not be harder than last
year. If, though, our entering class had
0 or 1 African Americans, as happened
at the California schools, we would have
been in a pretty horrible position. But
despite our relative success, attaining
diversity is going to require major effort
for many years. If you didn't think a
race-blind admissions system was going
to have an impact on the racial diversity
of our student body, then all I can say is
either you didn't read the Grutter case,
CONTINUED on Next Page
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or you're convmcedI'm magic. I am not.
But with the exception of magic, we are
using every tool we can think of to attract
applicants who are racial minorities and
to recruit those whom we admit. And if
anyone out there has any great ideas to
send my way, please do so.

RG: We already know some interesting
facts about members of the class of 201 1 :
5 Fulbrights, 7 Peace Corps, 6 Teach for
America, 6 AmeriCorps, 1 0 military, 1
Truman Scholar; the Internet consultant to
Jerry Springer; an Olympic silver medalist
(fencing); a violinist who played with ltzhak
Perlman and Isaac Stern; someone who built
his own 20 ton schooner after working for
the United Nations; someone with 8 patents;
a Zamboni operator; the manager of China
Policy for the US Chamber of Commerce; a
member of the Guatemalan national rugby
team; someone who scored #1 on the National
College Entrance Exam.... in China; someone
who was named "Top 5 under 25" music
executives by People Magazine. I am curious
whether there are any more interesting
students whose 'randomfacts' were a little too

'wild' to be listed in the officially-distributed
information.
Yes, there certainly were. But
those facts are a little too wild for the
RG, too. I suppose you'll have to resort
to actually speaking to your fellow
students in order to find the facts out for
yourself.

•

DZ:

RG: Finally, do you have any advice or
suggestions for prospective students to the
class of2012 on how to get into the University
of Michigan Law School?
DZ:
Have a journalism background
and express an interest in writing for the
law school paper.

RG:

Thank you Dean Zearfoss!

Want more data?
Check out the chart below for the break
down of the specific statistics mentioned
in this article.

The statistics in the table below are
taken from Michigan Law Today, and
can be found at:
h t t p : / / w w w . l a w . u m i c h .e d u /
p r o s p e c t i v e s tu d e n t s / a dm i s sions/
intromich/Pages/MichiganLawToday.
aspx

Questions or comments about this piece
may be sent to rg@umich.edu.

•

Michigan Law 20 1 1 : By the Numbers
Applied
Enrolled
Percent admitted

Class Stats :

Median GPA
Median LSAT

Class Comp_osition:

Male
Female
Asian American
African American
Hispanic/Latino
Multiethnic
States Represented
Foreign Countries
Mean Age
One or more years off
after undergrad

Class of 2011

Class of 2010

Class of 2009

361

355

369

5 5 77

5675

5664

2 1 . 1 0%

20.70%

20.60%

3.7

3 . 64

3 .67

1 69
57%

1 69

55%

1 68

55%

43%

45%

45%

4%

6%

7%

1 3%

1 2%

4%

5%

43

45

7%
12

8%
14

1 4%
5%

7%
42
13

24. 5

24. 1

24.2

73%

67%

67%
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ACROSS
1 . Extremely angry
6. Rhymes with "tea"
9. To do wrongly
14. "Too _to quit"
1 5 . Sphere
16. Pliable twig
1 7 . Shores toward which wind blows
1 9 . 1 000 kilograms
20. Arid region
2 1 . 1 am (contraction)
22.

what

23. Urine component
24. Main section of church
26. Morning (Abbrv.)
28. Belonging to present
33. Spanish chaperone
37. Honest
38. Medieval monsters
39. To make stout
43. Stray
45. Syrup made from barley or almonds
46. Mark of separation
52. Mother
53.The kissing disease
54. Tangelo

1 8 . Mineral

57. Exists

25. Atomic #85

59. Father

26. Summed

60. Swastika

27. Guillemot

63. lmmaculate

29. Chopping tool

65. Foul-smelling nitrogenous substances

30. Blind

68. Mysterious

3 1 . At a right angle to a ship

69. Water (French)

32. A gossip

70. Noisy fight

34. Duke of_

7 1 . Sod

35. Opposite of "yes"

72. Picas

36. lndefinite article

7 3. Inner shrine (pl.)

40. Two, too or
4 1 . This

that

42. Make ugly

44. Plural of"I"
1 . Sick

47. Worsen

2 . Tall, woody grass

48. Groaned

3 . Awry

49.

4. Wearing

50. Hairpiece

5. Inhaled anesthetic

5 1 . Reddish

6. Entrance

55. Sports facility

or out

7. Before

56. Camel relative

8. Not present

57. Freezes

9. Reason for an action

5 8 . Whole bunch

10. Has same atomic weight as other

6 1 . Just one

compounds

62. The Eastern European Trust (Abbvr.)

1 1 . Misdeed

64. Epoch

12. Lairs

66. Scottish hat

1 3 . Chocolate cookie with cream filling

67. Ocean
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Wednesday, September 17

Media, and Arts Law Student Association!
12:20 - 1:20; 218 HH.

Spills & Thrills: Proper Etiquette
for Professional Interviews (MLCC)

S t u d e n t O r g a n i z a tion F u n d i n g

- This lunch talk on proper etiquette
for professional interviews will cover
dining tips and other etiquette issues for
interviews. 12:20 - 1:20; 218 HH.

- This
meeting will discuss with the various
student organizations possible funding
sources and procedures. 2:40 - 3:30; 116
HH.

Constitution Day - Join Professors
Primus, Gross, Halberstam, Katz,
Laycock, Whitman and Friedman as they
review major cases from the Supreme
Court's 2007-08 Term in commemoration
of Constitution Day. 3:40 - 6:00 PM; 250
HH.
General Body Meeting (Outlaws)

- All are welcome to Outlaws' first
general body meeting of the year, and we
particularly encourage new lLs to attend.
There will be elections for several e-board
positions and food will be served. 7:00
- 8:00 PM; 220 HH.

Gregory, Assistant Dean for Student
Affairs, will present information and
answer your questions on dual degree
programs. 12:20 - 1:20 PM; 150 .HH.

In formation M e e ting ( O S A )

Admissions Volunteer Info Session
(Office of Admissions) - The Admissions

Office needs your help to keep this place
full of super-duper people! Come learn
about opportunities to share YOUR law
school with prospective students, this
fall and throughout the year. Non-pizza
snacks will be served. 4:45 - 5:30 PM;
250 HH.
Monday; September 22
ICTY and ICJ in the Conflict and
Post-Conflict in the Former Yugoslavia:

Family L a w Project I n formation

- Family Law Project is a
collaboration with Legal Services of South
Central Michigan, which provides legal
assistance to indigent victims of domestic
violence. Come learn about opportunities
to gain hands-on legal experience and
to participate in trainings on domestic
violence and family law issues. 12:20
- 1:20 PM; 218 HH.
Session (FLP)

Speaker: Dennis Henigan (ACS) - The
American Constitution Society presents
Dennis Henigan, who works for the
Brady Campaign, and will be speaking
about the Heller decision. 12:20 - 1:20
PM; 250 HH.
Wednesday, September 24

An Appraisal ( I n t' l & Comp Law)
Thursday, September 18
General Body Meeting (Federalist

- This is the first Fed Soc
meeting of the term. We'll discuss briefly
what the Federalist Society is, some
events we'll be having this term, and how
students can join. Lunch will be served.
12:15 - 1:25 PM; 138 HH.
Society)

- Vladimir Djeric, Former Advisor to the
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Serbia and
Montenegro/FRY, 2000-2004; currently
private practitioner of international Law,
Mikijelj Jankovic & Bogdanovic, Belgrade
will speak in this International Law
Workshop. 4:00 - 5:15 PM; 116 HH.
Tuesday, September 23

Women Lawyers and Professional
Relationships (WLSA) - General Counsel

Suellyn Scarnecchia and Professor Chris
Whitman talk about advancing their
careers through taking on leadership
positions and networking, including
managing professional relationships with
people who are also your friends! 12:20
- 1:20 PM; 218 HH.
Student Organization Open House

Admissions Volunteer Info Session
(Office of Admissions) - The Admissions

Dual Degree Informational Meeting

(OSA) - Explore the many opportunities

Office needs your help to keep this place
full of super-duper people! Come learn
about opportunities to share YOUR law
school with prospective students, this
fall and throughout the year. Non-pizza
lunch will be served. 12:20 - 1:20 PM;
250 HH.

(OSA) - Dual degree programs afford
students with multiple interests the
opportunity to complete two graduate
programs in a shortened period of time.
In addition to the 14 formally established
dual degree programs at the Law School,
students interested in other graduate
areas may design their own "ad hoc"
dual degree program by working with
representatives of both the Law School
and the companion program. Christine

available through the Law School Student
Organizations. Representatives from each
student group will be available to answer
your questions and offer information
about membership and activities. 4:30
- 6:00 PM; First Floor Hutchins Hall.

E M A L S A We l c o m e & S i gn - U p
Meeting (EMALSA) - Please join us
to learn more about the Entertainment,

Campbell Info Session (Campbell
Board) - Information session for students

interested in the Campbell Moot Court
Competition. 5:00 - 6:00 PM; 120 HH.

